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Hermès has entrusted the RDAI agency, which is responsible for   
designing all the Hermès stores worldwide, with the design of a new 
space, singular and unexpected in Paris, a shop in a swimming pool – the 
Lutétia swimming pool, in the hear t of the Saint-Germaindes-Prés quar ter 
of Paris, has metamorphosed into the f irst Hermès boutique on the Lef t 
Bank. The architectural project led by Denis Montel and the teams at RDAI 
mixes contrasts and complementarities. It was imagined more in terms of 
volume than sur face area, in m3 more than in m2. 
Listed as a Historic Monument since 2005, the swimming pool built in 
1935 has a strong architectonic character and a compelling identity, that 
of Ar t Deco – it is in the spir it of its age. Af ter its closure, the swimming 
pool underwent varied and diverse uses and was transformed. The  
challenge was to translate some of the values intr insic to Hermès into 
space: heritage and modernity, savoir-faire and creation.

The project has a double aim. First of all to respect, conserve and  
reinterpret the architecture of the swimming pool. The only impor tant 
modif ication was the covering of the pool by means of concrete composite 
f loor slab suppor ted by a light structure. Underneath, the pool has been 
integrally preserved. The façade giving onto the rue de Sèvres, has kept 
its original appearance.
Then, to tell another story, one that is resolutely contemporary. This takes 
form through the appearance of three monumental ash huts which both 
disrupt the existing volumes and converse with them. The invasion of what 
was once the pool by these huts, f lexible, light and nomadic, suggests the 
creation of houses within the house.
The shimmering of the water that was once here is evoked in a subtle way 
in the tones of the mosaics, in the ef fects of the lights…
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At the foot of an elegant apar tment building from the mid 1930s, the façade of 
the Hermès store is discreet. An entrance por tico in the centre between two 
windows, the entrance is like a lightwell over turned, horizontal, which attracts 
one irrevocably towards the light at the back, functions like a delicious trap into 
which the visitor lets himself slide, from crossing the threshold of the doors on 
the street until he reaches the swimming pool and its strange inhabitants, the 
huts. The lightly inclined ceiling, the walls curved and leaning inwards, covered 
with oak laths that leave recesses open as if f loating in matter. 
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Four pavilions with an organic design, in which some will recognise familiar forms from the 
plant or animal world, or from childhood… Others will l iken these huts to the nests of   
tisserin birds. These pavilions of dif ferent form and dimensions are constructed in ash wood. 
They are self-suppor ting structures that rest on a system of woven wooden laths (profile 
6x4cm) with a double radius of curves. The documentation and three-dimensional drawing 
of the complex geometry of each hut was made possible by the computer script writ ten for 
each one of them. Rising to more than 9m in height, they lean progressively, as if at tracted 
by the skylights. The huts house the Hermès collections. They seem to have simply alighted 
on the ground, lending the project its nomadic dimension. The four th hut, which appears to 
be lying down, lines the staircase that naturally leads the visitor towards the pool and forms 
the link between the entrance and the open space of the swimming pool.
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In such a volume, the lighting is crucial. The entire space is bathed in  
natural light that penetrates through the three large skylights above the 
atr ium, sof tened only by a metal screen. At night the skylights are lit to avoid 
a ‘black hole’ ef fect. In order to avoid putting the spaces overlooking the 
pool that previously housed the changing rooms, in the shade, the ef fects 
had to be measured out, the contrasts that would otherwise have been too 
harsh attenuated. All the ver tical panels are therefore also lightly il luminated. 
The undulating walls in white plaster, running around the ground floor, are lit 
from above by LED tape with the light source hidden from view. Lit from the 
interior, the huts appear as giant lanterns. A lighting device embedded in the 
f loor, il luminates their vaults of lat ticed wood. Each hut has a large  
chandelier composed of a double r ing of suspended wood. The shelving is 
lit by integrated and invisible LED tape.

The Lutétia swimming pool is a mineral world. The floors, the columns, the  
staircases are covered in mosaics, broken tiles or granito. The existing   
ornamental elements on the f loor and the walls have been preserved and 
restored. In the entrance to the store, a mosaic carpet with a Greek motif 
(a nod to the f looring of the Hermès store at 24 Faubourg Saint-Honoré) 
welcomes visitors. Following this desire for coherence, the steps and r isers 
of the large newly created staircase are in granito.
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